
June 1, 2022 

Kari Svanstrom 
Planning Director 
City of Sebastopol 

Re:  Woodmark Apartments Project – Response to Inconsistency Determination 
(7716 & 7760 Bodega Ave./Permit Number 2021-010) 

Dear Ms. Svanstrom, 

This letter addresses the items included in the City’s rejection of the Woodmark 
Apartments proposal as inconsistent with the City’s objectives standards.   

Please note that we object to Attachment C as it attempts to turn an objective streamlined 
ministerial review into a subjective one.  Without waiving and expressly preserving our 
objection, we have nonetheless provided responses to some of the comments for 
informational and clarification purposes only. 

In accordance with Section 301(a)(2)(B) of the Streamlined Ministerial Approval Process 
Guidelines, this letter brings into compliance the minor changes requested in the City’s 
letter dated May 20, 2022.  As this letter is being submitted within the timeframe outlined 
in Section 301(b)(4), addressing these items should enable the City to promptly approve 
the application materials submitted for streamlined ministerial review and the three 
requested subsequent permits: tree removal permits, sign permit and voluntary parcel 
merger/lot line adjustment.  

Please contact me with any questions. 

Sincerely, 

Lauren Alexander 



Inconsistency items and responses: 

1. Staff is aware that an adjacent property filed a lawsuit concerning the exact location
of the lot lines between the properties addressed as 7710 Washington Avenue and
7760 Bodega       Avenue. According to the negotiated Settlement Agreement, a
portion of the project site will be transferred to the owners of 7710 Washington
Avenue. This future transfer is also not shown on the plan set and is not included in
the Title Reports. Consequently, the project plans show improvements that will be
located on this adjacent site. The submitted application is inconsistent with the
City’s requirements since the application forms were not signed by this adjacent
property owner to authorize the use their property for the project. A consistent
application would either need to show all of the improvements located on the
applicant’s property, or submit application forms signed by the property owner of
the adjacent property authorizing the use of their property.

Staff failed to identify the “improvements” at issue.  Thus, we assume staff is referring to 
fencing on an approximately 9’ x 24’ portion of 7760 Bodega Avenue at the northern 
boundary with 7710 Washington Avenue that was under dispute.  No portion of 7760 
Bodega Avenue has been deeded to the owners of 7710 Washington Avenue nor have any 
lot line adjustments been processed, which means Pacific West Communities is the sole 
owner of the entirety of 7760 Bodega Avenue.  The owners of 7710 Washington Avenue 
have yet to produce a survey that provides a new legal description of the disputed area so 
the terms of the referenced private settlement agreement have not been executed.  
However, the site plan has been updated to remove any improvements (fencing) from the 
estimated area.  Finally, the applicant notes that this is a private-party settlement 
agreement and the city has no standing to enforce it and any role the city takes in the 
settlement agreement may constitute an unconstitutional gift of public funds to the owners 
of 7710 Washington Avenue or create taxpayer suit liability for the city. 

2. Monument Sign Illumination. Plan Sheet E1.00 indicates that electrical service and
associated lighting fixture (identified on GR-1) will be used to illuminate the
proposed monument sign on Bodega Avenue. Paragraph 17.120.050(C)(4) of the
Sebastopol Municipal Code prohibits the illumination of residential signage. This
requested project feature is inconsistent with the provisions of the Sebastopol
Municipal Code.

Monument sign illumination has been removed from all plan sheets. 

3. Demolition Plan, Plan Sheet A1.1D. An inspection of the site identified a number of
onsite items that will be in conflict with the proposed project improvements and that
are not identified on the demolition plan. The City’s published application submittal
requirements state that the demolition plan shall include all structures, site features,
and trees that are proposed for removal or retention. It is noted that the trees
proposed for removal are depicted on a separate sheet in the plan set are not part of



 

this inconsistency determination. Examples of these missing or incorrectly 
identified features include, but are  not limited to an existing fence along the 
northeastern boundary and a seating wall/planter near the northwestern boundary, 
and the existing street edge improvements (i.e. are they being removed or 
retained?). The submitted Demolition Plan is inconsistent with the City’s  published 
application material required. 

 
A site walk was performed to update the Demolition Plan as requested but fencing and 
seating wall/planter in the above comment were not identified on 7716 or 7760 Bodega 
Avenue.  Please refer to the second Demolition Plan sheet that has been added showing 
only improvements to be removed and excluding the trees for clarity. Two additional 
minor structures were added to this sheet: a small shed and side structure, numbered 18 
and 3.  As a separate demolition permit will be applied for after the approval of the 
project plans, we expect this update to be sufficient. 

 
4. During the City’s review of the previous project, the existence of a waterline Blow 

Off on the project site was identified. The existence of this item has not been 
identified on the SB-35 project plans. A recent site inspection of the project site 
further identified the location of the waterline blow off on the project site. We have 
included several images (See Pages 2 through 4 of Attachment B) to assist in your 
identification of the actual location. The first image shows the blow-off on the 
project site. The second image shows the location of the ladder used to take the 
picture of the blow-off from the adjacent property. The third image provides more 
context for the location of the blow-off. To be consistent with the Cit’s objective 
standards, the project would need to take into account the location of the blow-off. 
To the extent that this would require a redesign of the project, the City cannot 
determine whether or not these future modifications will be consistent with the 
City’s objective standards at this time. 
 
However, City staff has identified an alternative approach that could address the 
design issues associated with the Blow Off and potentially reduce future 
development costs in a subsequent application. The solution would involve 
connecting the end of the Blow Off to the proposed fire water supply main. This 
could eliminate the need for approximately 150 feet of 8” line entering the site from 
Bodega Avenue and eliminate another trench in that area. A diagram of this design 
solution is included in Attachment D to this letter. If this alternative approach is 
acceptable, please provide a written confirmation that this alternative project design 
can be made a condition of approval on the project. 

 
We accept the City’s alternative approach to tie the existing blowoff/water main, from the 
property to the east, to the proposed on-site fire main and confirm that this can be made 
a condition of approval on the project. 
 
5. General Plan Policy CIR 1-7 requires that Projects that would substantially impact 



circulation conditions shall provide a circulation impact report. The purpose of the 
report is to address the Level of Service standards contained in the General Plan. 
The application materials did not include a report. The previous project application 
did include a circulation impact report. This document was peer-reviewed by the 
City’s transportation consultant. A copy of the comments is included in Attachment 
A. These comments will need to be addressed in any the circulation impact 
report/transportation impact assessment to ensure consistency with the City’s 
adopted standards. 

 
This comment does not meet the qualifications of an inconsistency item.  Please see 
Exhibit 1 below. 

 
6. Update the Preliminary Stormwater Management Plan to reflect the current 

configuration of the project and verify that the design will comply with the 
requirements of the program. At this time, the City is unable to determine whether 
the proposed stormwater management system will comply with the City’s 
requirements or whether any required changes would necessitate a redesign of the 
proposed project. The lack of a Stormwater Management Plan which reflects the 
actual project creates an inconsistency with the City’s standards. 

 
The applicant is unclear what concern staff has with the Preliminary Stormwater 
Management Plan as it does reflect the current configuration of the project.  Please see 
the previously submitted plan resubmitted. 
 
 
Informational Responses to Comments & Design Recommendations – Attachment C 
 
1. On January 13, 2021, the Department of the Public Works provided comments on 

the proposed water system. Those design issues are included here as Attachment B. 
These  design issues will need to be addressed on any construction plans that may be 
submitted to the City. 

 
Comment noted. 

 
2. Show the location of the DCD (the fire hydrant connection valve) on all project 

plan sheets and integrate the location(s) into the project plans to eliminate any 
locational conflicts. 

 
Comment noted. 

 
3. Geotechnical Report. Prior to the issuance of any construction permits, an updated 

geotechnical report that evaluates the approved project will be required. 
 



 

Comment noted. 
 

4. After reviewing the design of the elevations of the “A” Buildings fronting on 
Bodega Avenue, there appears to be a ‘blank sidewall’ issue. Specifically, the upper 
wall planes of the two-bedroom units that face the three-bedroom units. Some 
additional architectural detailing or enhancement is probably needed in this area. 
This comment is referring to the wall surfaces that are visible from Bodega Avenue 
and may be most effective if done on the third or second floors. One possible 
suggestion is the addition of a window between the front doors of the two-bedroom 
units and the balconies. 

 
Comment noted. 

 
5. It is recommended that an additional street address sign be added to the eastern 

driveway  location; maybe it could be attached to the retaining wall adjacent to the 
driveway. 

 
Comment noted. 
 
6. The City’s Arborist has reviewed the tree report submitted with you application and 

has determined that Tree Nos. 4, 5, 14, and 68 will be adversely affected by project 
construction and will also be considered as being removed by project construction. 
The Arborist’s Report will need to be modified to reflect these changes and to 
provide a detailed Tree Protection Plan that includes how construction will be 
undertaken within the  protected zones are any retained trees. 

 
The submitted Arborist Report already details Tree Protection Guidelines for preserved 
trees.  Trees #4, 5, 14 and 68 are not proposed for removal and so will be treated as 
preserved and protected using these guidelines.  If the City’s arborist has specific 
changes to propose to the provided guidelines, please send them for review. 

 
7. Tree Nos. 6, 8, 58, 59, and 69 appear to be border trees that are in locations that 

create conflicts with the proposed project fencing. The final design of the fencing 
will need to be adjusted or redesigned prior to the issuance of any construction 
permits for the proposed fencing. 

 
Trees #6, 8, 58, 59 and 69 have been thoroughly discussed and reviewed.  All provided 
plans have been designed in close consultation with a certified arborist as detailed in the 
submitted Arborist Report to protect these border trees to the greatest reasonable extent.  
Though fencing is currently shown around the perimeter of the sites on the property line, 
construction drawings will detail fencing that avoids the trees and more closely follows 
retaining walls and/or the nearby improvements.  All designs will adhere to the arborist’s 
recommendations for long term preservation of these trees as noted in the included memo 
dated August 8, 2020.  All construction protection techniques will be adhered to. 



 
8. Any proposed easements need to be shown on the Site Plan. These easement 

documents need to be recorded prior to the issuance of any building permit. 
 
Comment noted. 

 
9. Landscape Plans. The following are the updates to the landscape plans. 

Recommendations 
 

a. The parking lot/project boundary Red Oaks should be changed to an evergreen 
species to provide year-round buffering of the parking lot and project. This 
comment does not specifically apply to the three Red Oaks near the western 
driveway. 

b. Provide larger specimens for the Valley Oaks along the western driveway near 
Bodega Avenue; 48” or larger would be appropriate in this location. Larger 
specimen trees should also be provided at the western driveway entrance. 

 
c. It is recommended that plant materials which routinely attract a lot of bees not 

be located in the central courtyard/play area. 
 
Preferences noted. 
 
10. Overhang Parking. All overhanging parking is subject to the approval by the Design  

Review Board. 
 
This project is not going before the Design Review Board.  As such this comment is 
irrelevant. 

 
11. The location of the EV spaces need to shown on any final plans. 
 
Comment noted. 
 



 

 
 
 

May 31, 2022 
 
 
Ms. Kari Svanstrom    Via Email: ksvanstrom@cityofsebastopol.org 
Planning Director  
City of Sebastopol 
7120 Bodega Ave. 
Sebastopol, California 95472 
 
 RE: 7716, 7760 Bodega Ave./Permit Number 2021-010 

Woodmark Apartments Project—Response to Incompleteness Review; Item 5 
General Plan and Circulation Policy 

 
Dear Ms. Svanstrom: 
 
We are responding to your letter dated May 20, 2022, containing the City’s determinations of 
incompleteness for the Woodmark Apartment Application (“Project”) filed under the project 
streamlining provisions of California Government Code section 65913.4 (also known 
colloquially as SB35).  This letter addresses item five of your May 20th letter related to General 
Plan Policy CIR 1-7 and the circulation report discussed therein. 
 
The Project Complies with Policy CIR 1-7: The Project meets the General Plan requirements of 
Policy CIR 1-7 per the Policy’s thresholds.  According to CIR 1-7, the City utilizes the Land Use 
density and intensity for a parcel envisioned within Figure 2-2 of the General Plan to measure 
compliance.  Per Figure 2.2, the Project location has a designation of high-density residential (as 
does the entire frontage side of Bodega Avenue for approximately four or more city blocks).  
The Project's proposed 85 dwelling unit count is well below the maximum of 25 units per acre 
assumed by the General Plan for high-density residential.  (General Plan Policy LU 1-4.)  The 
City has already assessed the full build-out of the Project area in the General Plan Environmental 
Impact Report (“EIR”).  (General Plan Draft EIR § 2.0, pp, 2.0-10 to 2.0-11 (calculating the 
projected and cumulative residential build-out of the General Plan at 671 high-density units), and 
Figure 2.0-3 (showing the Project site as high density residential.)   
 
The General Plan EIR assessed traffic impacts at full build-out, assuming the area near the 
project was developed with high-density residential units and determined that impacts to Bodega 
Avenue and surrounding locations would be less than significant when measured under Level of 
Service standards and required no mitigation.  (General Plan Draft EIR § 3.13, Tables 3.13-6, 
3.13-7 (showing no intersections along Bodega avenue with LOS levels below Level C under 
either projected or cumulative conditions), and pp. 3.13-17 to 20 (finding that all local 
intersections (throughout the City not just along Bodega Avenue) “would be expected to operate 
with acceptable levels of service according to the standards set in the Circulation Element.  The 
impact [to intersections controlled by the City] is therefore considered to be less than 
significant.” (p. 3.13-20).) 

LRH
Text Box
Exhibit 1



 
 
Letter to K. Svanstrom 
Pacific Woodmark Apartments 
May 31, 2022 
Page 2 of 3 

 
Pacific proposes to develop the Project site with an affordable residential multi-family product at 
a density established by the City as included by the City through its own General Plan.  The City 
studied this development type and maximum density through the General Plan EIR.  It 
determined that the development (at full projected and cumulative buildout) would not create 
significant impacts or require mitigation for traffic impacts (including LOS impacts)—this meets 
the objective standards outlined in CIR 1-7. 
 
W-Trans’ Requests Are Inapplicable: The City assumes that the consultant’s suggestions and 
requests contained in earlier comments on the prior-submitted circulation impact report, 
submitted when the Project was not under consideration under SB35 streamlining, are now 
grounds for claiming application incompleteness under SB35.  We disagree.  As discussed in 
greater detail below, several of the items requested by W-Trans, the City’s third-party consultant, 
are legally incompatible with SB 35.   
 

• As a general statement, W-Trans analyses of the previously submitted circulation impact 
report were prepared for the same project presently under review by the City; however, 
when the circulation impact report was submitted previously, it was not under ministerial 
review by the City. Instead, the Project application at that time was subject to the 
California Environmental Quality Act (“CEQA”) review and its requirements regarding 
“significant impacts.”  Therefore, any and all of W-Trans’ requests in its Memoranda to 
the City dated April 15, 2022, and January 13, 2021, that relate to CEQA significance 
thresholds are irrelevant to the present Project SB 35 application.  The Project application 
under review by the City at present under SB35 is not subject to CEQA.  (Govt. Code § 
65913.4(a) (SB35 projects are subject to streamlined, ministerial approval processes.) 

• W-Trans requested a screening discussion of Vehicle Miles Traveled (“VMT”) impacts.  
(Memo from C. Nye, W-Trans, to D. Hogan, City of Sebastopol (Apr. 15, 2022) p. 1.) 
Firstly, this is a CEQA impact that does not apply to the Project.  Secondly, per the 
Governor’s Office of Planning and Research, Technical Advisory on Evaluating 
Transportation Impacts in CEQA (pages 14-15), the Project would be exempt from a 
VMT analysis as an entirely affordable housing project.  In fact, the state established 
presumption that affordable housing projects do not have a significant impact on VMT. 
(OPR Technical Advisory re Transportation Impacts dated Dec. 18, 2018, p. 14) 

• In the second attached W-Trans memorandum (Memo from S. Weinberger, W-Trans, to 
D. Hogan, City of Sebastopol (Jan. 13, 2021), the statements made represent either the 
opinion of Mr. Weinberger or are related to a CEQA threshold of significance which 
applied to the Project application at that time.  Neither of these situations represents 
objective standards.  Mr. Weinberger’s statement relative to the potential ADA 
compliance condition of crosswalk ramps on page three of his memo is the sole 
exception.   

• Twice, the City’s third-party consultant, Steve Weinberger, provided testimony stating 
that the circulation impact report provided by Pacific before the SB35 application “did do 
a very thorough intersection impact analysis in the corridor,” which is precisely what is 
sought by Policy CIR 1-7.  (City of Sebastopol, Design Review Tree Board Meeting 
(Dec. 18, 2019). City of Sebastopol, Design Review Board meeting (Oct. 21, 2020).) 

 



 
 
Letter to K. Svanstrom 
Pacific Woodmark Apartments 
May 31, 2022 
Page 3 of 3 

Policy CIR 1-7 Contains Numerous Subjective Standards Not Applicable to the Project: 
Wholesale application of the City’s General Plan Policy CIR 1-7 referenced in item five of the 
May 20th letter to the Project is inappropriate under SB35 as the Policy contains numerous 
subjective elements.  Per Government Code section 65913.4(a)(5), General Plan requirements 
applicable to an SB35 application are limited to those requirements that are objective.  (SB 35 
applications are subject to ministerial, streamlined approval processes and subject to “objective 
planning standards.”)  General Plan Policy CIR 1-7 contains many subjective elements, 
including:  
 

• The policy applies to projects that would “substantially impact circulation conditions” 
where “substantially impact” is undefined. 

• The policy states it will be a “decision-making tool for the City,” recognizing that 
maintaining and improving the community’s social fabric and economic vitality includes 
consideration of a project’s effects on pedestrians, bicyclists, and transit as well as the 
overall effect of improvements associated with achieving appropriate Level of Service.”  

• The policy states that it will allow decision-makers to determine “appropriate 
improvements to alleviate traffic impacts, to the extent appropriate and feasible,” where 
no objective definitions of “appropriate” or “feasible” are provided. 

• The policy references the City’s decision-making power over a project based upon the 
project’s “contribution to the City’s character,” the project’s contribution to the “social 
fabric of the community,” and the project’s ability to “meet the City’s goals for economic 
development, economic vitality, and adequate housing.”   

 
These undefined and non-objective provisions demonstrate the lack of subjectivity embodied in 
Policy CIR 1-7.  It is inappropriate and against the provisions of Government Code section 
65913.4(a)(5) for the City to apply any of the subjective elements of CIR 1-7 to the Project.   
 
Please let me know if you have any questions about this letter. 
 

Very truly yours, 
 

 
 
Tina M. Wallis,  
The Law Offices of Tina Wallis, Inc.  

 




